§ 73.297

47 CFR Ch. I (10–1–19 Edition)
of the radiation of the antenna that
transmits the horizontal component of
radiation.
Antenna power gain. The square of the
ratio of the root-mean-square (RMS)
free space field strength produced at 1
kilometer in the horizontal plane in
millivolts per meter for 1 kW antenna
input power to 221.4 mV/m. This ratio
is expressed in decibels (dB). If specified for a particular direction, antenna
power gain is based on that field
strength in the direction only.
Auxiliary facility. An auxiliary facility is an antenna separate from the
main facility’s antenna, permanently
installed on the same tower or at a different location, from which a station
may broadcast for short periods without prior Commission authorization or
notice to the Commission while the
main facility is not in operation (e.g.,
where tower work necessitates turning
off the main antenna or where lightning has caused damage to the main
antenna or transmission system) (See
§ 73.1675).
Center frequency. The term ‘‘center
frequency’’ means:
(1) The average frequency of the
emitted wave when modulated by a sinusoidal signal.
(2) The frequency of the emitted wave
without modulation.
Composite antenna pattern. The composite antenna pattern is a relative
field horizontal plane pattern for 360
degrees of azimuth, for which the value
at a particular azimuth is the greater
of the horizontally polarized or
vertically polarized component relative
field values. The composite antenna
pattern is normalized to a maximum of
unity (1.000) relative field.
Composite baseband signal. A signal
which is composed of all program and
other communications signals that frequency modulates the FM carrier.
Effective radiated power. The term
‘‘effective radiated power’’ means the
product of the antenna power (transmitter output power less transmission
line loss) times: (1) The antenna power
gain, or (2) the antenna field gain
squared. Where circular or elliptical
polarization is employed, the term effective radiated power is applied separately to the horizontal and vertical

(d) The station identification, delayed recording and sponsor identification
announcements
required
by
§§ 73.1201, 73.1208, and 73.1212 are not applicable to material transmitted under
an SCA.
(e) The licensee or permittee must
retain control over all material transmitted in a broadcast mode via the station’s facilities, with the right to reject any material that it deems inappropriate or undesirable.
[48 FR 28454, June 22, 1983, as amended at 48
FR 44805, Sept. 30, 1983; 49 FR 33663, Aug. 15,
1984; 50 FR 32416, Aug. 12, 1985; 57 FR 48333,
Oct. 23, 1992]

§ 73.297 FM stereophonic sound broadcasting.
(a) An FM broadcast station may,
without specific authority from the
FCC, transmit stereophonic (biphonic,
quadraphonic, etc.) sound programs
upon installation of stereophonic sound
transmitting equipment under the provisions of §§ 2.1001, 73.322, and 73.1590 of
the Rules. Prior to commencement of
stereophonic
sound
broadcasting,
equipment performance measurements
must be made to ensure that the transmitted signal complies with all applicable rules and standards.
(b) Each licensee or permittee engaging in multichannel broadcasting must
measure the pilot subcarrier frequency
as often as necessary to ensure that it
is kept at all times within 2 Hz of the
authorized frequency.
[48 FR 28454, June 22, 1983, and 48 FR 38479,
Aug. 24, 1983]

§ 73.310 FM technical definitions.
(a) Frequency modulation. Antenna
height above average terrain (HAAT).
HAAT is calculated by: determining
the average of the antenna heights
above the terrain from 3 to 16 kilometers (2 to 10 miles) from the antenna
for the eight directions evenly spaced
for each 45° of azimuth starting with
True North (a different antenna height
will be determined in each direction
from the antenna): and computing the
average of these separate heights. In
some cases less than eight directions
may be used. (See § 73.313(d).) Where
circular or elliptical polarization is
used, the antenna height above average
terrain must be based upon the height
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